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Content Development
• Articles created about every 2012
Summer Paralympian.
• Pictures of every 2012 Australian
Paralympian found on Commons and
Wikipedia.
• 130 classification articles created.
• Six articles achieved Good Article status.
• 60 articles improved for Did You know.
• Over 70 articles published on Wikinews
in lead up and during the London
Games.
• Over 250 images taken by community in
lead up donated to Commons.
• 10 Paralympic related interviews
uploaded to Commons.

Workshops
• State Library of Queensland
workshop.
• Classification workshop in
Canberra.
• Sydney Rollers & Gliders World
Challenge Wikinews test
workshop.
• Three IRC Wikinews Workshops.
• Wikinews workshop held in
London.

Organisational Support
• Wikimedia Australia funding for travel to
London, and organisational support.
• Australian Paralympic Committee
funding for travel to London, clothing,
pins, general organisational support and
workshop hosting.
• Wikimedia Foundation provided
branded clothing.
• Wikimedia UK hosted Wikinews
workshop and provided Wikimedia
merchandise.
• Wikinews contributors created program
assistance for mobile reporting and ran
multiple workshops.

Games Attention
• Kate Lundy blogged about the
HOPAU effort.
• Kate Lundy mentioned the
HOPAU effort in Parliament.
• France 24 mentioned project.
• An English newspaper mentioned
the project.
• An Australian television station
used a HOPAU taken image from
Rollers & Gliders World Challenge.
• A Wikinews article was published
in print in Sierra Leone.

Social Media:
Twitter
People linked to HOPAU related content on Twitter, with
the most popular content to link to being Wikinews
articles. 117 links were shared by 38 distinct users for
Wikinews content, 109 distinct links by 26 users for
Wikipedia articles about 2012 Australian Paralympians,
and 24 links by 15 distinct users to classification articles.

Social Media:
Twitter
The three types of Twitter linkers are relatively similar,
with the exception of the 2012 Australian Paralympian
linkers who appear to update more frequently and
Wikinews linkers who have more followers friends.

Social Media:
LiveJournal
While Twitter and Facebook are social media sites that
are traditionally seen as driving traffic, lots of smaller
sites exist with active blogging communities. One such
site is LiveJournal.
While no one was linking to Wikinews articles on
LiveJournal in posts or comments, links to classification
articles were posted once each in journals owned by
aigantighe and mancunian. aigantighe is from New
Zealand and their journal is watched by 105 people.
Mancunian is from the United Kingdom and their journal
is watched by over 1,000 people. Miumau is the only
person to link to an article about a 2012 Australian
Paralympian. Their journal is watched by over 27,000
people.

Social Media:
Google+
The Google+ community has a different type of
community than the one on Twitter, attracting a
community that is a bit more tech savvy and elitist.
Because of this, they generally do not link to Wikipedia.
The community on the site was not much interested in
Australia and the Paralympics either, with only 19
comments using both keywords.

Wikipedia
Total views between 12 August and 11 September 2012.

There are 124 classification articles counted. T38
(classification), T37 (classification), T44 (classification), S12
(classification), Disability sport classification, Disability sport
classification, S10 (classification) all had 25,000+ views.
There are 21 articles about events at the 2012 Summer
Paralympics and the main 2012 Summer Paralympics article
counted.
The 2012 Australian Paralympians includes 174 articles, and
does not include the team. The articles with more than 5,000
views include Australia at the 2012 Summer Paralympics,
Matthew Cowdrey, Evan O'Hanlon, Kelly Cartwright,
Jacqueline Freney, Chris Bond (wheelchair rugby), Maddison
Elliott, Ryley Batt, Kurt Fearnley, Ahmed Kelly, Ellie Cole,
Kayla Clarke and Madison de Rozario. Only two of these
articles appeared as DYKS in this period: Ahmed Kelly and
Kayla Clarke.

Wikipedia:
Translations

A few HOPAU connected articles have been translated into
other languages. Found in the list above, classification
articles have not been done in other languages. Efforts have
been made to reach out to Dutch and Portuguese speaking
Wikipedia contributors to get them to translate or create
these articles in their own language but so far with little
success.
Several articles related to Australia at the 2012 Summer
Paralympics exist in other languages, with athletics, cycling
and swimming being the most popular articles. Articles
about male Paralympians are more likely to be translated by
a ratio of 6:5. When the articles created by Laura Hale on
simple are subtracted, the ratio is 5:3.

Wikipedia:
Did You Know
In the lead up to the Paralympics, articles were prepped to
appear on Wikipedia’s front page in the Did You Know section.
The table below shows the date an article appeared and views
on the day.

Wikipedia:
Did You Know
When combined, the Did You Know articles had 66,367
views, accounting for 16.1% of all views to 2012
Australian Paralympian views during the Games period.
The most popular Did You Know was Chris Bond
(wheelchair rugby), which received twice as many views
as the second most popular Did You Know, likely because
it included a picture. The second most popular Did You
Know was Kayla Clarke and also included a picture.
34 articles about male Australian Paralympians appeared
at DYK compared to 25 about female Australian
Paralympians. The gender disparity was partly a result of
editor burnout, which resulted in articles of lower quality
and ineligible for Did You Know. Another factor was
Australia appears to have sent more male Paralympians
to the Games than females.

Amongst the most popular DYKs, six of the top ten
featured female Australian Paralympians.

Wikipedia:
Article feedback
English Wikipedia allows for feedback to be submitted by
IP addresses on selected articles on the site. The table
below shows all the feedback submitted for 2012
Australian Paralympian and classification articles where
the feedback form is turned on.

Wikipedia:
Australia at the 2012
Summer Paralympics
One of the goals of the project was to maintain the article about
Australia at the 2012 Summer Paralympics during the Games
period. Australia has a much smaller editing community and
was not hosting the Games, which meant article about Great
Britain was often updated faster and had more people working
on it. Nine editors made most of the edits to the article during
the Games period.

Wikipedia:
Australia at the 2012
Summer Paralympics
Of the thirteen human editors who made changes to the
article, eight are affiliated with the HOPAU project. Six
anonymous editors made one edit each. Five of these
editors were from Australia, and one was from the United
Kingdom.
The average edit added 262 bytes of content, median edit
added 54 bytes of content and mode edit made zero
additions of new content.
5 bot edits were made, 4 of them making interwiki link
fixes to the article in other languages. 8 edits were made
using user run scripts, with three of these script assisted
edits being made during the Games.

Wikipedia:
Article feedback
The table below gives a better idea of where comments
on articles are geographically coming from based on the
article type, Australian Paralympian or classification, and
the sex of the Australian Paralympian.

Classification questions from entirely from outside
Australia. IP addresses from New South Wales used the
feedback tool most, giving feedback by a 2:1 ratio for
male:female articles. Queensland, which gave a sixth of
the feedback, had an even gender split in leaving
comments. Western Australia, Tasmania and Victoria all
only asked questions about male competitors, whereas
Mexico and the United Kingdom left feedback exclusively
on female competitors.

Wikipedia:
Classification
Total number of pictures on each classification article as of 13 September.

Wikinews
Articles published in the Paralympic period.

Total views between 21 August and 11 September

Wikinews
Articles published in the Paralympic period.

Total views between 21 August and 11 September

Wikinews
Articles with 2 or more mentions on Twitter

35 articles linked only by Wikinews, 1 by purplepopple
and 8 not linked by anyone on Twitter.

Wikinews
Wikinews articles were published about the 2012 Summer Paralympics in advance of the
Games to teach others how to write for the project and to test how to use it in advance
of on the ground reporting. The 20 articles below were the published articles and the
views for the 30 previous days as of 17 August. The sponsorship issue was one Wikinews
reported on before most of the Australian media.

Commons
In the lead up to London, the Australian Paralympic
Committee uploaded a large number of images. Beyond
that, people involved with the project uploaded images
including LauraHale and Bidgee. A few of these images
have been identified as quality images on Commons
including the ones below. One image taken by a
participant was used in a television broadcast about the
men’s wheelchiar basketball team in the lead up to
London.

Commons
Images uploaded as a result of the project are found on at
least 274 pages found on 22 Wikimedia projects. The
table below gives an idea as to how many pages by
project uses images connected to the project. Counting
for a project stops at 100 for the tool used. The list of
images looked at was not complete, so numbers are likely
higher.

Commons
German Wikipedia used images during London for use on
articles about the Solomon Islands and Vanuatu at the 2012
Summer Paralympics articles. The profile picture of
Jacqueline Freney was used on Sommer-Paralympics 2012,
the main article about the Games. This article was viewed
143434 times during the previous 30 days as of 13
September.
The Oceania Paralympics images were also used on several
pages on French Wikipedia for country specific Games
articles. Images from the Rollers & Gliders World Challenge
appear on articles about wheelchair basketball at the
Paralympics, the Great Britain men’s team, and the
Australian men and women’s teams.
Spanish Wikipedia uses the team profile image of Greg Smith
for their article about him.
The audio interview of Trischa Zorn and connected picture
were used on at least three different language Wikipedias,
including English, Italian and Portuguese.
Many images were across Wikinews articles, including news
articles about the Rollers & Gliders World Challenge, London
Paralympic articles original reporting, a press conference in
Canberra before the Games and more.

